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Two Signs of African Industrial
Innovation: Startups and Halal Food
There is no greater indication of an
economy’s innovation than startups.
Companies creating new and dynamic
solutions are responding to economic
changes, trends, and technologies.

These are hallmarks as the African
continent is quickly becoming the new
Silicon Valley. Some of the intriguing
breakthrough startups are profiled
below.

Heyfood, based in Ibadan, Nigeria,
launched last year. With five members
of the team, it is billing itself as the
DoorDash for Africa. The company
is targeting Gen Zs, Millennials, and
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urban professionals in Africa’s top 70
cities — a number that might reach
140 million within the next decade —
who want to order food once a week.
Charging only one dollar for every
delivery, Heyfood believes it is taking
on a $50 billion market. Founder and
CEO Taiwo Akinropo launched a
social discovery platform for students
while in the university and worked
on a mobile payment solution for
merchants. Heyfood operates in Ibadan
and therefore does not need to compete
directly with Jumia Food and Glovo.
Numida,
started six
years ago and
now has sixty
employees,
based in Kampala, Uganda. They
provide working capital loans for

African micro-businesses. Applicants
frequently in the industrial or
e-commerce sectors apply for working
capital on its platform and receive
funding within a day. To date, Numida
has provided $7.5 million in working
capital to over 13,000 businesses in East
Africa within the past 12 months.
Topship, founded in
2020, has ten team
members based in
Lagos, Nigeria. It
provides a platform
where merchants can
export and import cargo, freight, and
parcels to suppliers, distributors, and
customers; in other words, Flexport for
Africa. Topship is building a “Global
Distribution System” that makes
delivery of parcels, cargo, and freight
easy for African businesses. CEO

Moses Enenwali is a two-time
e-commerce founder and supply chain
operator.
Twiga Foods and Opibus - both
Kenyan-based, were named on TIME’s
2022 List Of The 100 Most Influential
Companies in the world, both listed
under the ‘Disruptors’ category. This
second edition highlighted businesses
making an extraordinary impact
around the world. TIME editors
evaluated each company on key factors,
including relevance, impact, innovation,
leadership, ambition, and success.
Twiga simplifies the supply chain
between fresh food producers,
FMCG (fast moving consumer
goods) manufacturers, and retailers
through a B2B e-commerce platform.
This removes the need for many
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intermediaries, significantly lowering
the cost of food for consumers. Twiga
has over 100,000 registered customers
and delivers to 10,000 every day.Twiga
Foods, launched in 2014, raised a total
of $55 million in debt and equity,
backed by investors including Goldman
Sachs and the International Finance
Corporation.

Founded in 2017, Opibus is a SwedishKenyan technology company that
designs, develops, and deploys electric
vehicles for the African continent,
leading the transition to sustainable
transport. It is the first company to
deliver locally produced electric
motorcycles and vehicles, and with
nearly 100 employees, Opibus has
one of the largest fleets of electric
motorcycles deployed.
In January, Business Insider Africa
reported the news of the Kenyan EV
manufacturer launching the first all-

electric bus designed and developed
in Africa. The bus was coupled inhouse with local engineering talent
while at the same time utilizing local
manufacturing partners.
Food Manufacturing Trend: Global
Halal Food Market
Beyond startups are trends with
dramatic manufacturing implications;

halal foods are part of this growth
trajectory. The global halal food
market reached a value of $1,978
billion in 2021. The IMARC Group
reported in Halal Food Market:
Global Industry Trends, Share, Size,
Growth, Opportunity and Forecast
2022-2027 that the halal market
will reach $3,907.7 billion by 2027,
exhibiting a CAGR of 11.24% during
2022-2027.
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Halal food refers to food and beverage
products that are strictly manufactured
by following the norms prescribed
by Islamic dietary law. As per these
regulations, including blood, alcohol,
animals that were found dead, pork
and its by-products, are considered
impermissible for consumption.
Halal food products are packaged,
stored, and transported in containers
that have been cleaned as per the
prescribed religious guidelines. They
include various processed items, such
as halal foie gras, pizzas, nuggets,
spring rolls, and lasagna. These foods
are considered healthy and hygienic
when compared to non-halal foods.
This has changed the outlook of nonMuslim consumers about the concept
of halal foods. A small percent of
the U.S. population are Muslims;
however, the market for halal foods is
growing rapidly. The increasing halal

consumption is a direct consequence
of heightened health and hygiene
awareness among consumers. The
health benefits associated with halal
is the main factor for promoting the
acceptance and demand for halal food
among non-Muslims.
The most important facility in the
halal food supply chain is the halal
warehouse which functions to store
and gather products as well as reduce
the transportation cost. The halal
status of the warehouses has raised
global attention as there are issues
regarding segregation of halal and
non-halal products in the warehouse.
Companies such as Egypt-based
LinkMisr International are seeing
significant North American expansion
by providing the racking, shelving, and
automation solutions to maintain halal
integrity.
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